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STUDENTS' SHAKESPEARE SCEEES - CRITICISK

CRITICISM OF NEW STUDEITS' SQAKESPEARE SCENES:

In general I must say that 1 was very pleased at the

progress which you have made - progress which is not acciden-

tal. There were some results from the suggestions given you

last time. It was very conscientious work, which I appreci-

ate very much in our school. This is the first and main plea-

sure which I have had from this performance. The second thing

was the whole style and atmosphere of the work - it was ab-

solutely the kind I have always dreamed of finding in Schools

when the profession is taken seriously. This is the funda-

mental basis of our whole future otcative life.

There are many other theatre schools where the pu-

pils are not taught to be artists — they think they must be

unbridled in their private lives. This is usual all over

Europe and the results are very bad. Such kind of serious

but free work as we have seen today is more than important.

Perhaps you don't know this because you may not have seen

the other type of actor who is growing up in these unbridled

schools. but I have. I have seen them and I know how un—

happy they are later on because they find only the possibil»

ity to develop the not quite artistic qualities oftheir nu—

turos. You have shown just the opposite - very pure things

and serious qualities. It is so serious and so promising.

You have given me much happiness.
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About the settingsY costumes and make-up, I will

try to say something in a few words. I thank you very much

for your attempt to do such settings. Each setting was full

of meaning. There was some reason for everything and this

was very comforting and promising for me.

woody: Merchant of Venice - Shylockx

What do you think about your setting - such things

as absolutely distorted forms 3Ld such things in black and

white? If you do this then you have to have tremendous

power to justify it. and it was not justified, therefore,

it was an intellectual frame for shmething which was not

there. If you are able to fill the room with the same strange

psychology that is expressed in the settings and costumes.

then they are justified. I am not against this stylized

thing. but you must know the tremendous power which there

must be in order to Justify it. This is one thing.

How the second point. 'Hhen you take a costume you

must always remember that no matter how expressive the cos-

tume is, if the costume hides and kills your body, than it

takes away the main power of your expressive body. We get

accustomed to the costume in a few seconds, and then we want

to see the life within this costume which we cannot because

if it is overpowering the human body, it is merely an ex-

periment. Let us compare the beautiful angel figure of

Daphne lying there. with Woody's body which is sometimes‘very
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uxpresslve, and I was longing to see it, but it was lost in

the costume. Better to stait with life and finish with form.

as it were. Hot take the form and find that the life is

lost, the body and the emotional life, everything. are lost

in it..

\

other settings made some psychological gestures

more or less good but all of them were beautiful and justi~

fied. The costume must always be justified by the actor.

goon-3‘17:-

Perhaps it would be good to give personal sugges—

tions how to go on, how to develoo not only the scenes but

the whole life. First. I want to cling to the word - if you

do something, do it fully. Through the whole work with you

I have suffered because there are some powers in you which

are always restraining you. You are afraid if you are fully

doing something, that you will lose your nobility. But the

actor who is not fully on tho stago is not a noble person -

he is one who offends. how to get these feelings?

Woody:

To my mind Woody consists of many, many parts and

this something nhich consists of many different parts and

qualities is so compressed, so bound. he gives the impres-

sion that he has humor but he will not Show i1 - he is like

an electric Sign which flashes on and off but must burn all
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the time. I want to see Woody 22;; on the stage. He must be

open all the time. He must he entirely angry when he is

angry - all his qualities must be taken consciously by him

and distributed through the whole inner sense. In other

words. you must get variety.

There are some actors who are able to perform only

two or three qualitieé and they must develop these two or

three qualities because they have nothing more. They can be

very good actors, but they are a special type. There is

another type - everything is there - comedy. tragedy, love.

hate - they must know it and must develop each facet of their

nature separately. concentratedlyJ and become more and more

varied. If you will not have this interest for your natures

as actors with many different sidee and qualities you will

never develop yourselves. You may take the objective very

strongly and correctly but if you keep this mixture without

separating yourxarious qualities, the objective will be like

boiling water in the kettle. But we went more than this -

we want steam and perhaps the teal You must understand that

you can develop your qualities separately one after another,

or simultaneously. so that you become more and more varied.

This is the contact which you must have with yourself. Woody

is covered with nice things which we love but we must see all

the qualities. This advice must be taken porsonalk].

Hurdn Othello:
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Kurd as an actor is born for performing big. strong

things and this is his beauty and his difficulty. If he tries

to perform snail usual everyday things. then he is not in-

teresting because everybody can do this. He is interesting

as an individual if he is able to develop dimensions in his

voico. in his emotion. in his sppcarance, in his presence. in

his disappearance. his dialogues. ooliloquiés, everything.

He in an actor of certain dimensions. and he must get these

dimensions.

What is Hurd's difficulty? Technical difficulties.

You need to develop your voice, no? because it is bad.'but

for your dimension it must be more than good, it must be per-

fect. You must be able to take it and use it for every kind

of inner dimension. If you try to get these dimensions by

having an undeveloped voice. and movements, than you will

always make the impression that we do not believe in you -

unjustified. Because there is a great gap botween your tech-

nique and your abilities to express and your natural desire

to be great ~ but your figure and your legs are not obedient.

From the great gaps in your technique and your nat-

ural desire to do these movements, your nature requires you

to be big, but your equipment and body is not big enough.

Your nature requires one thing but your technique is far. far

behind. Therefore, what I told you last time - your voice

and feet and legs are betraying you. There are two possibil-
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ities. Instead of developing a technique, the actor who is

born for big dimensions-begins to bow before this lack of

technique and he becomesisnaller and smaller. because in-

stinctively his nature wants to get in harmony with the

means as expression, and instead of lifting up the technical

things. he begins to‘adjust to his weakness. Instead of be-

ing developed to the sky, they must go down.

Taken from this point of view the objectives, the

gestures, etc. will mean quite another thing. You will un-

derstand the Method quite differently. If you know how to

take the gesture for your development you will got the

Method. For instance, Woody's way is to do small things on

the stage. Hurd will always be behind Woody in doing these

small tricks. these details. Woody must elaborate every de-

tail - his dimension is quite a different one from Hurd's.

The flethod exists for each of us in quite a different way.

§flfll Othello:

At the present time there are two worlds for you

and it is necessary that they should become one — one world

consists of fools around you. and you think you can belie

them. and in the other world you believe everyone. and you

are so attractive that everyone.is attracted to you. when

on the stage you try to make your voice cry, then you think

we are fools, and that we will believe that you are really

crying. Never think that the audience can be belied. You
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can never fool us into believing that you can do something

more interesting than what you have done. You can think it

is possible to do on the stage things which are not Justified,

which are not truo and are not justified by the inner life.

It in a\mistake to think that you are surrounded by u world

that will believe in such pretensions. but in the other world

you have a personality which is full of beautiful qualities

and we want to soc theme on the stage as well as in your life.

Why should we have a good friend whom we love in

his private life, but when he in on the stage we must accept

an artificial figure? This in again the question of a deep

personal talk with oneself. You 5111 find that your real so-

tor is not pretonding but is living fully in his creative

imagination - in the world which oxiote in his full life. in

his heart. in his imagination.-in his will and not only in

his skin. Tho skin can do nothing. but it can be transparent

for everything. You must hate this part of you which pretends.

when you will really hate yourself you will come to me and say

that you must leave the school. and I will say to you that now

you will begin to be ah actor. But until you reach this point

you will not be able to be the actor we want — you must hate

yourself tremendously. then all the false things will fall

away. and you will show us your own.beautiful qualities.

I tell you this only because I love you very much.

and know that you are a very serious. deep person. so I give

you my suggestions in this heart form. If you will hate me
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for it I will be very sorry,\but please allow me to tell you,

Your special task was to get form inwardly and outwardly and

I see tremendous success in this. You have already made

progress in this respect. and this gives me the right to say

what I have. I know that you can work and that you can got

things very strong and clear - you have shown this in your

attempt to get inner and outor fozms. You ore able to go on

very quickly, quito the opposite to-Dennis, who must go on

slowly. You must hnto yourself today, and want to play all

the part3 tomorrow. Your way is to develop very quickly. and

you can do it. therefore. I have spoken to you as I have.

I

Dnnnlgl

Your way in quite a different one. You must work

very actively, but the results will come much later. You

must not be in a hurry. You have tremendous power as a human

boing.to get the reoultzyou want. I will not suggest any-

thing to you except that you go on working with this tremen—

dous power and be patient in looking for results. Your nature

is such a one thatit will Show some day. quite a different

person, quite a different actor. You are absolutely in a

chrysallis. but‘if you break it as Sam must break his nature.

the butterfly will die. The butterfly is already waiting to

be free. and someone must come and break the thing which is

too hard. Go on as you are because this is the right way for
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you, and you have a good instinct for it.

\

Lory Lou: Dosdemona:

You are extremely hidden. You act so well in your

everyday life that you are not hidden, and you belie us. You

are absolutely closed and on top of this you are acting this

"as if” open nature. Your difficulty is that as an actress

you are not on the level where you are open to us. Your real

gift. your artistic nature. in which I absolutely believe. is

absolutely hidden. You must make a dreodful and strong effort.

not in everyday life, but on the stage. to show us the deepest

and most profound depths of your creative nature. I have told

Kurd that he is an actor of big dimension, and that tho Method

will help him to master these dimensions. For you the Method

is somethiLé which will lead you to your own depths. You must

take our exercised on imagination so that if you imagine some-

thing. you have really to say, “No. it is not enough, I must

know deeper what is behind this imagination. ghggg is the

moment where I begin to laugh. or to cry, being alone." You

must discover in vourself something which is able to cry and

to laugh. and th:o site your actress.

You are such a clever actress in everyday life, you

don't know youreelf how clever you are. but you must not act

to belie us - you must act to Show us your depths. Once you

told me that you did not know what "fire" was, but you have

it. You are like a small, beautiful volcano in the form of
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a girl. but you have never shown it. If you think you can go

through our profession by pretending and by keeping all your

Jeweln inside you, you aro mistaken. No. why? The stage. in

our interpretation, is worthy of showing the best thingo you

have - not other stages perhaps - I would close myself on-

tirely, and I did clooo myeolf for many yearn when working

in Germany and other countrioo. because the surroundings

were so unworthy of something more precious}‘ when I was

acting in Germany. the actors sat around reading newspapers.

waiting for their cueo. tolling dreadful stories and indecent

Jokoe - in ouch eurroundingo. of courao. I couldn't act, I

did not want to act. That in notjtho art - it is not the

theatre evon ! ono earns one'a money and that in all. But

in such a theatre as ours l can give everything. That is my

desire — my life - I have kept everything I have and hero is

the place whore I must give everything. and I will give all

I have.

You must say to yourself that this is the place

where you must show your deepest feelings, your last love.

your warmoet warmth — everything here because you will never

find another such place. There is no such other place on the

whole earth - it is quite obvious. and your reaction to thin

glace must be that you must open everything that is good in

you - you con"do it here and nowhere else. But you must give

it. You must have this desire to give the best here because
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if tomorrow the war comes then we will not be able to give

anything. Each day after another here gives no the possibil-

ity to give and we muot do thie.

You can call me a feel if you like but I see your

fire. and I know that you are a beautiful actreno. but you

must do something quite personal with yourself. Perhapo when

you are alone you eomutinoo touch this depth, but at this

very intimate moment may to yourself, "Perhaps this in the

moment about which he hoe spoken to me"- then bring this to

the stage. You cannot do it at once. but if you will appre-

ciate this wonderful place and all its possibilities and

everything which waite for you here. then it must come. Then

will come the moment uhen you know that something has hap-

pened to you on the stage. perhaps no one hoe noticed it. but

a certAin small miracle hos'happened. This is the moment

when you will be born on an actress.

Daghnel Jul at in Romeo and Juliet — with Blair ae Romeo:

You muet not take the Hothod yet. You must grow

like a flower and nothing more and the Method and the tech-

nique will come later on. You must go on quite freely. and

act as you like. In the fairy tales and other plays. please

do whatever you like and nothing more. 'That is the best

thing for you; our directors must not mention the Method to

you. but must let you act as you like. Go on quite free.
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Valerie:

The method itself $111 tell you what you can do

with it. You must take the method and listen to what is

going on inside of you when you are raally trying to take

it. \


